ECT400G ELLIPTICAL CROSSTRAINER

BODYCRAFT

ENGAGE YOUR TOTAL BODY
Over a decade of research and development has lead to the ultimate design in standing ellipticals. The engineering team spent vast amounts of time perfecting the most efficient and durable design. While mimicking natural human gait and arm swing, from the moment you step onto the cushioned comfort cloud foot pads you will appreciate the precise engineering and ergonomics that ensure a comfortable workout. Finally, a machine that moves the way your body moves.

STEP ONTO A CLOUD
Our cushioned comfort cloud pedals provide your feet with a stable yet incredibly comfortable workout experience while eliminating uncomfortable pressure points.

GLIDE WITH STYLE
Our engineers integrated precision extruded aluminum tracks onto the glide rails to ensure the smoothest elliptical motion possible. Aluminum tracks will ensure your last workout feels like your first, aluminum will not rust, so you won’t have any issues down the road with any bumps causing an uneven track.

BluView HC DISPLAY
Customizable high contrast LCD display featuring an extendable tablet/phone holder, reading rack, and intuitive user interface design making your workout a simple, fun, and educational experience.

NO WIRES, NO PLUG, NO WORRIES
Self powered and driven by our hybrid magnetic GREEN brake system, the ECT400G can be placed anywhere in a room without the need to be plugged in. Never worry about wires on the floor or pesky power surges causing havoc on the electronics.
ECT400G
ELLIPSE Crosstrainer

FEATURES

- No Plug-In Required, Place Anywhere in Your Room with Our Generator Driven Hybrid Magnetic
  BRAKE System
- Up to 20 levels of Resistance utilizing BODYCRAFT Eddy Current Technology
- Ergonomic Natural Motion Upper Body Arms with Console Controls Provide a Total Body Workout
- BluView High Contrast LCD Display with Extendable Table/Phone Holder
- Natural Elliptical Stride Motion Ergonomically Designed with 2.5" Pedal Spacing and a 23" Stride Length
- Cushioned Comfort Cloud Pedals Provide Your Feet with a Stable Yet Incredibly Comfortable Workout Experience.
- Entertainment Features Include Built-in Extendable Tablet/Phone Holder, and Reading Rack
- Ultra Low Easy Access Pedals at only 12" from the Floor
- Center Mounted Water Bottle and Accessory Holder
- Easy Glide Transport Wheels
- Ultra Smooth Rollers and Extruded Aluminum Glide Rails

SPECs

- ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS: None, Self-Generated with Our New "GREEN" Hybrid Generator
- RESISTANCE: Eddy Current GREEN Brake with 20 Levels
- STRIDE: 23" Natural Elliptical Stride
- PEDAL SPACING: 2.5" with Comfort Cloud Footpad
- STEP UP HEIGHT: 12" Ultra Low Easy Access Height
- BEARINGS: All Major Joints Feature Industrial Precision Sealed Bearings
- UPPER BODY HANDLEBAR: Ergonomically Correct Single-Grip Position Handlebars with Console Controls
- FLYWHEEL: 20lb Precision Balanced, Perimeter Weighted
- MAX USER WEIGHT: 350 pounds
- CONVENIENCE: Built-In Transport Wheels, Reading Rack, Extendable Tablet Holder and Accessory/Water Bottle Holder
- DIMENSION: 71" L x 28.5" W x 66" H (Boxed) 73.5" L x 28.5" W x 68" H
- WEIGHT (Boxed): 172 - 155lbs - 72 - 89lbs (Assembled) 212lbs

WARRANTY

- RESIDENTIAL: Lifetime - Frame / 7 Year - Parts / 2 Years - Labor
- COMMERCIAL: 10 year - Frame / 3 year - Parts / 1 Year - Labor

BODYCRAFT is a division of Recreation Supply Inc. 7499 Green Meadows Dr. Lewis Center, OH 43035 Phone 800-998-5554 Fax 740-965-2449 www.bodycraft.com
*We reserve the right to make improvements or changes at anytime.